
Training Schedule for 2024

The following are the times and assignments for the training and the Police Memorial for   5/12, 5/13, 5/14, 5/15, 
5/16, 5/17

Sunday 5/12/24   Felony Search and tracking,           

 Instructor: Board Patrol & U.S. Park Police    

All units to be in parking lot at 9:00 AM for escort to Manassas Battlefield 

10:00 AM there will be a short briefing and then training for search and tracking will begin. The riders will break 
into 3 groups. Group’s will start at different staging areas for different scenarios. The groups will change area every
45 minutes and will end at 1:00 PM. There will be lunch till 2:00 and then riders will prepare for park ride they will 
break into 3 groups and be given assigned area and what they will be searching for. All teams will return to staging 
area by 4:00PM.

Monday 5/13/24

8:00 AM all riders de-briefing for SAR training till 9:00 AM and then break up into groups for training to begin at 
9:30 AM. Each group will rotate every hour training will end at 1:00 PM there will be 1 hour lunch and then 
prepare for escort for downtown which will leave from parking lot at 6:00 PM.

ring #1 Ring # 2 Ring # 3

Working with the new horse Correct use of aids Sensory training

Off. Mark McCarter Off. Megan Lou Kevin Piscatelli 

& Linda Reed

Tuesday 5/14/24

9:00 AM all riders ready to ride 

ring #1 ring # 2 ring # 3

Formation and crowd control Equitation training Sim unitions training

Lt Anna Rose U.S.Park Police Lauren Annette Off. Kirt Johnson 

Off. Janet Kim Albany N.Y.



Wednesday 5/15/24

The escort will leave the parking lot at 7:00 AM to downtown for Memorial ceremony.

After ceremony at the Capitol there will be a training ride through downtown D.C. 

Thursday 5/16/24

Ring # 1 ring # 2

Equitation evaluation obstacle evaluation 

Ring #3 Ring # 3

Self-defense training Defensive tactics

Friday 5/17/24

Ring # 1 Ring # 2

Equitation evaluation Obstacle evaluation

Ring #3 Ring #3

Defensive tactics Self-defense tactics

 



 


